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1. The council plan to replace the bus shelter with a more characterful one and at the same time 
improve access to the village hall car park.  Would you support this? 
 

• Happy to replace but is there any point if not used? 

• Yes. 

• Ok replace bus shelter but don't make it too chi-chi. 

• I think a wooden shelter would look attractive with seating inside. 

• Can we keep campaigning for a service please. 

• I support improving this. School children use it and an increasing number of residents are using the Ability bus 
so it is useful there. One with seats/somewhere to perch needed. 

• Yes, I support this.  The current bus shelter is ugly and positioned awkwardly and hinders access to the village 
hall carpark.   

• I would not support a new “characterful” one. I think the entrance to the Village Hall car park is fine and does 
not need improving. 

• Probably. Depends how it's done, but current bus shelter is rather soulless. 

• I think the bus shelter is quite adequate, unobtrusive and less likely to be vandalised than a more ornate one.  

• I do not support the replacement of the bus shelter.  The existing one is functional, safe and wouldn’t be 
easily recycled if remove. We should consider the real necessity of new projects and works given the 
environmental cost. 

• I would support a new bus shelter. 

• Improving the entrance to the Village Hall agreed also updating the bus shelter. 

• A more characterful shelter may attract kids to hang out; if you do replace it, it should have open sides. It 
would be better placed on the opposite side of the road or further up Broad Lane. Do we really need a shelter 
– there’s not much wrong with the current one. 
 

       YES   =   8        NO  =  4       MAYBE  = 1  

 

2.We plan to protect the village green with granite setts on three sides (we cannot do the main road side 
for technical reasons).  Would you support this? 
 

• Yes. 

• Just wondering if they would detract from the character of the village. 

• Yes. 

• I agree with the granite blocks round 3 sides of the green. 

• Yes, I support the granite sets. 

• Not sure what they are. would they prevent farm equipment, dust carts etc getting through to Church Lane? 
Would they make the lawn mowing more expensive? 

• Maybe if they are relatively discreet, yes. We like the current wooden bollards. 

• No; We should consider the real necessity of new projects and works given the environmental cost. 
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• I would support this. 

• Granite setts look quite intimidating and would they prove hazardous to children and cricketers? 

• I am not convinced that granite setts is the answer. Can’t the wooden stumps be extended all around the 
Green? 

• I’m absolutely opposed to the idea of blocks. Granite is a non-renewable resource with a very energy 
intensive manufacturing process. A few tyre tracks round the edge seems certainly far preferable! 

 
              YES  = 5       NO =  2        MAYBE  = 5 
 

 
3.We will continue to fight traffic speeding through the village.  Would you be prepared to help with 
community speedwatch and other activities? 
 

• Probably, yes. We need a working Speed Camera in the village - it's a joke watching cars speed past the speed 
indicators - they serve no real purpose. 

• No. 

• I support the speed watch measures.  I think that the flashing reminder signs are very good.  

• My husband has helped with this in the past in Broad Lane. I don’t think he has yet decided whether he will 
continue. 

• No. 

• No. 

• I commend the PC's efforts to fight traffic speeding through the village. I would not wish to get involved in 
speedwatch. 

 
YES =  1          NO =  4        MAYBE  =  2 

 
 
4.We would like to install one or more public car-charging points around the village, principally for use by 
parishioners without the facility of a private drive.  Would you support this? 
 

• I am not sure our roads give the room for such devices in the village. 

• Definitely NO - this would encourage more cars to park where there is already congestion. 

• I'm not sure.  What will the people near these points think if incessant cars come to use it?    

• I'd support a couple of charging points and the most sensible place seems to be the village hall car park as 
cars would be off the road when charging. 

• I would support one or more electric car charging points in the village hall carpark for those people living in 
houses without their own drive (with controlled use). 

• I think this is premature at present as the government will no doubt come up with a solution to the problem 
because a vast number of residents all over the country are going to find themselves in the same position.   

• Yes. 

• Only with more information on location, cost and demand. 

• I would support the charging points in principle. 

• Electric charging points are the way forward but may cause more parking problems in the village as they 
would inevitably be used by non village residents.  Maybe position them somewhere near the pub so people 
charging up could kill time there?! 

• I would support the installation of a public car charging point in the village. 

• This suggestion is also undoubtedly the right way forward. 

 
YES = 7              NO = 3         MAYBE  = 2  
 



5. We propose some additional tree-planting around the parish including the pocket park. Would you like 
to suggest a location that might be suitable? 
 

• Not a lot of free space actually within the village. 

• OK - more trees always welcome. 

• Before more trees are planted could money be spent on clearing a lot of the brambles and nettles?   

• The more the better with the right tree in the right place. 

• I support tree planting, but there are limited places available. The pocket park would seem the best place. 

• Trees are lovely but they do need to be maintained and planted thoughtfully. Perhaps residents should be 
encouraged to plant well within their own boundaries. 

• A good idea however the trees along the Mixbury Road are dying from Ash die back and are losing small 
branches in most high winds. IF they were removed they could be replaced along there? 

• Any public green space; consider encouraging agricultural land owners to increase planting on field 
perimeters. 

• Good idea, but I wouldn’t have thought the pocket park was necessarily a priority. 

• I support the idea of tree planting but I cannot suggest locations as I do not know what land is owned by the 
PC. 

• It is an excellent idea to spend out on planting 70 (or could it be even more?) trees in the village. I would 
welcome more trees in School Lane, around the green, and just throughout the village. 

 
 
 
6.We would like to encourage even better recycling; use of non-polluting alternatives, reduction in 
plastics etc. Do you have any ideas as to how we could improve our ECO friendliness? 
 

• It is really up to business to stop using non-recyclable bottles and other packaging. 

• I pick up a lot of litter which I then recycle in our blue bin. I suggest that anywhere there is a litter bin there 
should be a 'mate' for recycling. 

• Could there be some communal recycling bins perhaps up Bicester hill near the pocket park?   

• I can’t think of anything the Parish Council can do; it’s up to the individual. 

• Consider providing specialised recycling collection for materials that are not recycled by West Northants. 

• I’m clueless on what can be done in villages.  Is there a network of Parish Councils to share ideas? 

• I am in favour of encouraging and facilitating recycling, reduction of plastics etc but don’t know how this can 
be done. 

 
 
7.We propose to lead the community to celebrate the Queens seventy years reign, and this includes 
decorating the village, a parish tidy-up, a celebration on the Green and several other ideas, including 
planting 70 trees. Would you be able to help with some of this? 
 
Possibly, yes. 
I would be very happy to help with projects related to the Queens Jubilee. 
Yes. 
Yes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
8.What would you like to see for this amazing celebration? 
 

• Definitely a celebration on the Green. 

• Put up bunting/flags? Fancy dress competition and rounders/games for the children? 

• A tidy up. Village picnic and some activities for children. 

• A celebration on the green with live music similar to the get together that we had in August.   A silent disco 
later in the evening on the green would be great.  

 
 
9.We continue to work to improve access to footpaths, can you help us to do this? 

• Possibly yes. 

• I am happy to help with the footpath access. 

• Happy to help. 

• We could take our secateurs with us on walks. 

• Yes. 

• I appreciate the PC's contribution to improve access to footpaths but I would not be interested in helping in 
this area. 

 
 
10.  Do you have any ideas for improving Evenley that you would like the parish council to consider? Be brave! 
 

• Please can EPC make more effort to remember those in the parish that don’t actually live in Evenley (20 + 
homes). 

• Use the Village Hall car park for the visiting pizza van in the summer - much safer for customers and less 
annoying for residents who can’t park. 

• Deeper benches. 

• Encourage residents to keep the pavements outside their property free from overlap of vegetation and  free 
from cars parked with wheels on the pavement. 

• Support re-surfacing of Church Lees and improving verges at start of Church Lane where inconsiderate 
parking is causing damage and deep ruts in the verge. 

• To formalise a village guide which can be given to new residents entering the village. At present it seems a 
but ad hoc and out of date. I think the PC should have some oversight and influence over it.  Secondly, I would 
like to see more integration between the different organisations in the village including Evenley Matters, ERA, 
the Fete Committee, Village Hall, Church and PC. 

 

 

 


